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I. Introduction

The aim of the high energy heavy ion programs at the SPS and AGS accel-
erators is to study nuclear matter under conditions of extremely high densities
and temperatures5. Theoretical calculations5 predict that under such conditions
hadronic matter might undergo a phasetranaition to a new form of matter, the
quark-gluon plasma or QGP, in which quarks and gluons are deconfined over an ex-
tended volume. A broad spectrum of possible plasma signatures has been suggested".
An unfortunate common characteristic of most of these signatures is the necessity
to distinguish them from the background created by ordinary hadronic processes.
A thorough understanding of the reaction mechanisms in high energy heavy ion
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Figure 1. Forward energy spectra for heavy ion reaction! induced by
A) 60 A GeV l(iO, B) 200 A GeV l(iO, and C) 200 A GeV a2S. The error ban re-
flect the statistical errors. At energies below TOO GeV, 2600 GeV, and 5500 GeV Tor
A, B and C, respectively, the spectra are corrected for distortions caused by trigger
cuts and background events. The vertical scales in B) and C) are identical.

collisions is, therefore, an important prerequisite in any QGP search. Global event
quantities like the transverse energy Ey. the forward energy Ep, and the charged
particle multiplicity have proven to be valuable tools for obtaining this understand-
ing of the reaction mechanisms6"i;!.

In this contribution to the Hadron Structure 1991 Conference will be presented
results concerning the transverse energy and forward energy extracted from WA80's
calorimeters in a series of measurements using beams of 16O and 32S bombarding
nuclear targets. For further details concerning the experimental setup and the data
analysis, please refer to Ref. 14 and references therein.

II. Forward energy

The energy deposited in the Zero-Degree Calorimeter is called the forward en-
ergy, £(.-. by WA80 and corresponds to the sum of the energy of all particles with
scattering angles smaller than ŝ 0.3" (i? > 6). The Ep-spectra for both I6O- and
l2S-induced reactions shown in Fig. 1 can be qualitatively understood from simple
arguments based on the nuclear overlap geometry. The lowest values of £/vwill corre-
spond to the most central collisions. The importance of the nuclear geometry in the
determination of the shape of energy-spectra in high energy nuclear collisions can be
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Figure 2. Transverse energy spectra for heavy ion reaction! induced by
A) 60 A GeV l(iO, B) 200 A GeV I(!O. and C) 200 A GeV 3 aS. The error bars re-
flect tne statistical errors. At energies above 8 GeV, 20 GeV, and 30 GeV for A, B,
and C. respectively, the spectra (ire corrected for distortions caused by background
events.

illustrated by the following scaling law. The shape of the S/r-spectra at 200 A GeV
scales approximately with the geometric ratio R,jRp or stated more precisely

de ^ "'« J ^ \

e = EfjEbrnm

K'y
(1)

Examples of this scaling law are the similarities between the j?jr-spectra for O + Ag
and S -i- Au. where the ratios between the radii are 1.89 and 1.83, respectively, and
the spectra for 0 + C and S + Al with ratios of 0.91 and 0.94, respectively.

III. IVansverse energy
The !6O- and l2S-induced E\ -spectra, as shown in Fig. 2, share a set of features

which, apart from trigger bias, can also be understood primarily from the nuclear
overlap geometry. At very low energies (£7- < 0.1 JE1™"1") the spectra fall off due
to the trigger bias against the most peripheral events. Spectra with less peripheral
bias, as measured by NA34^ and N A35'\ show a dramatic increase at low £;•. Above
=r 0.2 Ejnx the spectra decrease either slowly or are approximately constant. For
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Figure 3. Contour plot of ET
m ,/ET V». ET for 2.4 < v < 5.5. The outermott contour

is set just below the 1 count/channel level and each successive contour correspond*
to an increase of the yield/channel by a factor of 2. The ipectrum has not been
smoothed.

the heaviest targets this plateau ends in a bump which is followed by a rapidly
falling tail of Gaussian shape1 s . As discussed in Ref. 8 ET and Ef display a
narrow anticorrelation. This leads to an interpretation of the .Ex-spectra in terms
of decreasing impact parameter for increasing ET- The long plateau corresponds
to reactions in which successively more of the projectile overlaps the target, and
the bump can be identified with central collisions in which the entire projectile
is engulfed by the target as discussed in Section II. The Gaussian tail at large Ej
values is observed to extend over more than 5 decades. An earlier analysis15 suggests
that this tail is largely due to fluctuations in the number of participating nucleons
rather than to variations in the ET produced per emitting source.

A comparison between the '6O- and 12S-induced Ex-spectra «.t 200 A GeV shows
that in the tail region the ratio between Ej for S+Au and O+Au is =s 1.65. This
value is. however, strongly dependent on the particular ^-interval over which ET is
integrated. For the interval -0.1 < t] < 2.9 NA341" finds a ratio of ^ 1.50. In Section
IV it will be demonstrated how these different ratios are a simple consequence of
the decreasing dependence on projectile mass at decreasing ?j-values.

The segmentation of the calorimeters together with a knowledge of the response
of the calorimeters to various particles makes it possible to separate the observed
Ej into electromagnetic Er.̂ m and hadronic ETMd components based on the signals
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Figure 4. A) Depen;*-nce ofdEr/drj for 200 A GeV 32S + l9TAu on i:mp«ct p«rmm-
eter. The 3 distributions correspond from top to bottom to central, intermediate,
and peripheral collisions. The curves drawn through the data points in Figs. 4A-5A
are Gaussian fits. B) Ratio between the dEy/d^-distribution for central and periph-
eral events. C) Target dependence of dEr/d?} in 200 A GeV 33S-indmced minimum
bias collisions. D) Ratio between i-Fr/iTj-distributions for 197Au and 37A1 targets.

recorded in the electromagnetic (S^m) and hadronic (Shad) longitudinal sections of
WA80's MIdRApidity Calorimeter, MIRAC. Investigations of more than 2 million
events of Scm vs. ShaH revealed no exotic events with ratios Sv.m/S/mrf deviating
dramatically from the values predicted by the event generators, like e.j."Centauro"
events16 with abnormal low electromagnetic energy content. This is illustrated in
Figure 3. which shows a contour plot of the ratio Ej*m }ET VS. EJ. Note the
symmetry of the distribution along the ordinate and the absence of any group of
events with abnormal electromagnetic content.

IV. dEr/drj distributions

In this section the dependence of the iEijdr\ -distributions on impact param-
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Figure 5. A) Projectile dependence ofdEr/drj in 200 A GeV Ap + ir>7Au central
collisions. B) Ratio between the dErfd-q-distributions for 32S- and l6O-indnced
reactions. C) dEr/drj-distributions for 60 A and 200 A GeV leO + l97An central
collisions. D) Ratio between dEr/dr) -distributions for 200 A GeV and 60 A GeV.
See Fig. 4 for further details.

eter, target, projectile, and beam energy will be discussed. All of the
distributions presented for a particular event class have been fitted with Gaussian
functions. These fits are also presented as curves through the datapoints in the Figs.
4-5. The 3 free parameters in these fits: 1) the height of the distribution dEr/dT}\mnT,
2) the centroid rj, and 3) the standard deviation a,, are presented in tables in Ref.
14. The use of a Gaussian fit in order to calculate rj and (Tj, was necessary since
WA80 does not have full 77-coverage. The \ - per degree of freedom for the fits were
typically ranging from 0.3 to 0.5. Since additional free parameters did not decrease
the \- it was concluded, that the characterization of each dEr/dij -distribution by a
Gaussian shape with 3 free parameters exhausts the full information content in the
measured distributions.

The dependence of the dEr/dr} -spectra on the impact parameter of the collision
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Figure 6. Maximum value of the_<iE» ^-distributions aa a function of the total
average number of participants W. The straight lines show linear fiti through the
origin to the data points at 60 A and 200 A GeV, respectively.

is shown in Fig. 4A. The 3 distributions correspond to central, intermediate, and
peripheral collisions as defined in Ref. 14. For the system 200 A GeV 32S + l9TAu
shown in Fig. 4 the following impact parameter dependence is observed: a) dEj / drj\mn

increases from 15 GeV for peripheral collisions to 93 GeV in central collisions, b) the
centroid decreases from 77 = 3.0 to IJ = 2.6 and c) the standard deviation decreases
from a = 1.7 to <r = 1.4. As seen in Fig. 4B the dEr/drj increases much more
rapidly at backward rapidities than at forward rapidities as a function of increasing
cent r ali ty.

The dependence of dEr/dr} on target mass is illustrated in Fig. 4C. Qualitatively
the effects of increasing the target mass are very similar to decreasing the impact
parameter as can be seen by comparing Figs. 4A and 4C. The 77-positions of the
maxima of the distributions decrease from 3.2 for 27A1 to 2.7 for in7Au.

A point of some controversy has been the projectile mass dependence of E; in
central collisions. As can be seen from Fig. 5A this dependence is strongly rapid-
ity dependent. In the projectile rapidity region dEjjdri increases approximately
proportional with the projectile mass. A,,, whereas in the target rapidity region the
dependence on Ap is much weaker. The scaling factor of 1.67 for Ej between I2S-
and !f;O-induced reactions quoted in Section III corresponds to the average ratio
between the two spectra in Fig. 5A in the interval 2.4 < 77 < 5.5. The scaling factor
of 1.50 measured by NA34 with a coverage of -0.1 < 77 < 2.9 also seems reasonable
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Figure 7. A) Centroid If u a function of the ratio between target and projectile
participants. The dotted Ike shows the expected behaviour at 200 A GeV bated on
equation (2). The solid and dished lines show the linear flta to the data at 200 A GeV
and 60 A GeV, respectively. B) Standard deviation <r, the i-Fr/cit?-distributions as
a function of the total number of participants.

based on the decrease of the scale factor in Fig. 5B from 1.65 at 77 = 3.0 to 1.3 at
77 = 1.6

The dependence of dEjjdT] on bombarding energy is illustrated in Fig. 5C for
60 A and 200 A GeV I6O + l97Au collisions. The maximum value of dEr/drj, the
centroid and the standard deviation are all seen to increase as functions of y/a. The
scaling factor shown in Fig. 5D is seen to increase dramatically at forward pseudo-
rapidities. Note, that although the distribution is wider at 200 A GeV than at 60
A GeV, there is no evidence for a mid-rapidity plateau as assumed in the Bjorken
model17. This is not surprising in view of a) the narrowness of such a plateau even
at ISR energies of yfs = 53 GeV for p+p, where the plateau only spans 3-4 rapidity-
units, and b) the larger number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions in heavy-ion
reactions which will tend to make the dErjdi\ distribution more focused around
mid-rapidity.

The behaviour of the quantities dErldt]\max, 7» and &* extracted from the Gaus-
sian fits to the dEr/dr} -distributions are illustrated in the Figs. 6-7. The behaviour
of these quantities can be well described within a participating nucleon model".
From the forward energy, Ep-, the impactparameter b can be estimated on an event-
by-event basis to within ± 1 fm, and from b and the projectile- and target masses



the average number of participating nucleona can be estimated via Glauber theory.
Fig. 6 shows the dEr/dr)\mai values plotted as a function of the total num-

ber of participants W, In accordance with an earlier observation by WA8OIS the
dEr fdr}\max is approximately linearly proportional to the average number of partic-
ipants W with the coefficient of proportionality equal to 0.64 and 0.90 GeV/nucleon
at 60 A and 200 A, respectively. The increase of dET/drj\max in Figs. 4 as a func-
tion of decreasing impact parameter or increasing target mass is therefore a simple
consequence of the increase of W.

The variation of the centroid rf is more complicated, rf will move backwards for
increasing centrality, increasing target mass, decreasing projectile mass or decreasing
bombarding energy. All of these variations can be understood from the following
approximate formula for the effective CM rapidity, y^

1t , W
P. ,„.

y,, and y, are the projectile and target rapidities, respectively. Eq. (2) is based on
the assumption that all of the Wp projectile participants interact collectively with all
of the Wt target participants. Even if this is not the case, the above formula seems
to qualitatively predict the correct behaviour of If as can be seen from the dotted
line in Fig. 7. For decreasing impact parameter in an asymmetric projectile-target
combination (.4P < .4() the ratio Wp/Wt will decrease from ss 1 to « y/Ap/At for
the most central collisions. This will, according to Eq. (2), cause If to decrease as
observed in the data. Similarly, an increasing target mass or decreasing projectile
mass will cause iog(Wp/Wz) to decrease, and finally an increase in y/s will increase
VP ~ Vt causing rj to increase as also observed in the data. It is, however, clear
from observing the slope of the dotted line in Fig, 7 that Eq. (2) is not able
to quantitatively predict the correct behaviour, especially for heavy targets where
the experimental centroids are situated at smaller rapidities than predicted by Eq.
(2). A possible explanation for this deviation could be the increased importance of
rescattering effects for heavy targets, which will tend to make the effective number of
target participants larger and thereby move the effective center-of-mass backwards
as observed in the data.

The width of the dEr/dr} -distributions, as shown in Fig. 7TC, bwnniM narrower
for more central collisions. This behaviour is most likely caused by an increase in
stopping, since the participants have to penetrate more nuclear matter in central
collisions causing them to have final rapidities closer to that of the effective center-
of-mass system and causing a larger fraction of the produced particles to be emitted
near mid-rapidity.

The information shown in Figs. 6-7 can be used'' to parameterize the dErjdri-
distribution at a particular impactparameter 6 in terms of a Gaussian distribution



as follows:

where the parameters are given by

H = 0.22 (yr -y, - i.94)TT GeV

7}o = 0.74 In = £ - 0.30 (yp + y, + 4.3)

ov, = 0 . 2 0 ( j , r - y , ) ( l + U - ™) (4)

The tested limits of applicability of this parameterization are

16 < .4,, S 32

12 < .4, < 197 (5)

10 < \ ^ i 20 GeV

1.6 < Tj S 5.5
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employee*, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


